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  1                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  My name is Roy Ornelas

  2   Jr.  I work for the law firm of Canales and Simonson

  3   located at 2601 Morgan Avenue in Corpus Christi, Texas.

  4   The date is April the 18th, 2013.  The time is

  5   10:08 a.m.  We are now on the record.

  6                  (Witness sworn)

  7                          JACK STICK,

  8   having been first duly sworn, testified as follows:

  9                          EXAMINATION

 10   BY MR. CANALES:

 11        Q   Morning, sir.  My name is Tony Canales.  Can

 12   you please identify yourself?

 13        A   My name is Jack Stick.

 14        Q   And what is your present occupation, sir?

 15        A   I'm the Deputy Inspector General at Health and

 16   Human Services, Office of Inspector General.

 17        Q   Can we call that for the convenience of all the

 18   parties in the transcript OIG?

 19        A   OIG.

 20        Q   Very well.  And how long have you been in this

 21   present position?

 22        A   Little under two years.

 23        Q   All right.  And where did you come from?  What

 24   other agency did you come from before you began your

 25   employment at OIG?
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  1        A   I didn't come from an agency.

  2        Q   Where did you come from?

  3        A   I worked in the private industry.

  4        Q   All right.  And I've got a copy of your bio

  5   here somewhere.  I'll get a little bit of background on

  6   you.  You were a former assistant district attorney of

  7   Travis County?

  8        A   I was an ADA in Travis County.

  9        Q   Were you also an AUSA?

 10        A   I was an AUSA.

 11        Q   All right.  And what division were you assigned

 12   to in the AUSA office?

 13        A   Major crimes.

 14        Q   Major crimes.  Okay.  And you were there what

 15   years, do you recall?

 16        A   U.S. Attorney's Office?

 17        Q   Yes, sir.

 18        A   '98 to 2000.

 19        Q   Okay.  And so -- and seeing your website, I saw

 20   a website somewhere where I saw that the Michigan Law

 21   School banner.  So I finally figured out that you're a

 22   graduate of University of Michigan School of Law.

 23   Correct?

 24        A   I did go to Michigan.

 25        Q   Okay.  Very well.  I couldn't figure out why
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  1   you were putting out the Michigan...

  2        A   I don't know what website you're talking about.

  3   I've never --

  4        Q   You know, there's a website where you appeared

  5   I think at the Medical Integrity Section or some speech

  6   you made.  I've got all your speeches.  I've got

  7   everything that you've done, sir.  So nevertheless,

  8   let's go ahead and start this deposition.

  9                  I have -- I've marked as exhibits two

 10   documents.  One is -- they're both called Kloziks.

 11   Those are the only two we have used, by the way, in the

 12   previous deposition, 1 and 2.  1 is the -- a pleading

 13   that I received that your name is listed, and your

 14   name's listed as a person who has knowledge of the

 15   relevant -- knowledge and/or relevant facts of this

 16   particular case.  Do you see that, sir?  I highlighted

 17   it in yellow there for you.

 18        A   Yes.

 19        Q   Okay.  What facts have you got?

 20        A   About what?

 21        Q   About this case, Antoine medical -- Antoine

 22   Dental Center?

 23        A   Well, my division ran the investigation of

 24   Dr. Nazari's practice, so I'm aware of the -- of the

 25   investigation.  I'm aware of the report that the
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  1   investigator compiled.  You know, I guess ask me -- ask

  2   me in particular what you want to know and I'll tell

  3   you.

  4        Q   Do you know because of your managerial

  5   position, or is it because you did something

  6   individually in this particular case?

  7        A   Both.

  8        Q   Okay.  All right.  So what did you individually

  9   for this case?

 10        A   I have met with your client in an informal

 11   proceeding.  I have heard your client testify at the

 12   legislature.  I think those would be my personal

 13   experiences with your client.

 14        Q   Have you had an opportunity to review the

 15   patient file records?

 16        A   The actual patient file records?

 17        Q   Yeah.

 18        A   No.

 19        Q   All right.  Have you had an opportunity to see

 20   his HLD scoring?

 21        A   Actually, let me clarify, Mr. Canales.  I did

 22   review some of the patient records during the informal

 23   conference.  What was your next question?

 24        Q   Did you look at the HLD scoresheets that he

 25   submitted?  Is that part of the review process?
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  1        A   I did review some of those.

  2        Q   Okay.  All right.  And in the informal meeting

  3   that you had with him, he was represented by counsel?

  4        A   Yes.

  5        Q   Do you recall that?  Okay.  Did you make a

  6   recording of what he told you or just something that you

  7   just recall?

  8        A   I don't believe we ordinarily record, and I

  9   don't know that there's a recording of that one.

 10        Q   Did you make any notes of what he told you?

 11        A   No.

 12        Q   So whatever he told you is just something that

 13   you recall out of memory?

 14        A   Yes.

 15        Q   All right.  And let me get straight to the

 16   point here.  There is Exhibit No. 2.  Do you know -- do

 17   you see that, sir?  And I've shown that before the

 18   deposition began, and I'll give you an opportunity to

 19   read it.

 20        A   You did.

 21        Q   Can you tell us, sir, about Mr. Fread Houston?

 22   Do you know him?

 23        A   I know who he is.

 24        Q   Who is Fread Houston?

 25        A   Fread Houston is a lawyer in Austin.
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  1        Q   Was he a former colleague of yours here at OIG?

  2        A   He was formally the Director of Sanctions here

  3   at OIG.

  4        Q   All right.  Did you have -- is he anymore -- is

  5   he still within the OIG or is he no longer working for

  6   OIG?

  7        A   No, he's not here anymore.

  8        Q   Did you -- what did you have to do with his

  9   leaving his job?

 10        A   Well, I didn't supervise Fread, so I didn't

 11   have anything to do with his departure.

 12        Q   Did you recommend that he be terminated?

 13        A   I don't know whether I recommended that he be

 14   terminated.  I certainly thought that he should be

 15   terminated.

 16        Q   Okay.  Very good.  That's close enough.  And so

 17   did you -- when he left office within the organization,

 18   was he above you, below you under the -- your chain of

 19   command?

 20        A   Well, he works in a different division, so he

 21   was -- I didn't supervise Fread at all.

 22        Q   And he didn't supervise you either?

 23        A   No.

 24        Q   At the time that he left -- the time he left,

 25   what division was responsible for the investigation --
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  1   for the investigation/prosecution of these OIG cases?

  2        A   Well, the Enforcement Division is responsible

  3   for investigating any case.  The Sanctions Division is

  4   responsible for the administrative prosecution of the

  5   cases.

  6        Q   And he was where?

  7        A   Sanctions.

  8        Q   Sanctions.  And you were where?

  9        A   Enforcement.

 10        Q   Okay.  And today have these -- has there been a

 11   change in the -- has there been a change in procedure

 12   today after Fread left as to who handles these cases

 13   administratively?

 14        A   Well, no.  I mean, the process remains the same

 15   with the sanctions attorneys prosecuting the cases

 16   administratively and the enforcement division doing the

 17   investigations.

 18        Q   But at the present time -- but at the present

 19   time you are above these two agencies -- these two

 20   divisions.  Is that correct?

 21        A   No.

 22        Q   Okay.  And so Fread Houston, by the way,

 23   appeared before a committee, and I believe that occurred

 24   on March 19, 2013 of this year.  The committee he

 25   appeared before was headed by Representative Richard
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  1   Raymond.  Do you recall seeing him testify that day?

  2        A   I do.

  3        Q   You were present.

  4        A   I was.

  5        Q   I was present.

  6        A   You were.

  7        Q   There were a lot of people present.  Right?

  8        A   There were a few.

  9        Q   Very well.  And did you see mister -- you saw

 10   and heard Mr. Houston testify.  Correct?

 11        A   I did.

 12        Q   All right.  And before that tell me, why did

 13   you believe he should have been terminated?

 14        A   Fread -- I found that I could not rely on Fread

 15   either to tell me the truth or to perform any work.  I

 16   found that Fread was reluctant to move forward on cases.

 17   I got the sense, Tony, that he was afraid to take a case

 18   to litigation.  And, you know, you've been a U.S.

 19   attorney; and you know those lawyers when they're afraid

 20   to litigate, they'll find a lot of reasons not to

 21   litigate.  And I found that he was -- he was not willing

 22   to litigate any cases.  If there were any weaknesses at

 23   all perceived, real, imagined, he just wouldn't move the

 24   case forward; and that was troubling to me.  But beyond

 25   that, I found him to have a lack of candor.
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  1        Q   All right.  And he testified, by the way, in

  2   this committee and I believe you were -- in your

  3   presence.  And I have a copy, Exhibit No. -- I think

  4   it's No. 2?

  5        A   It is.

  6        Q   You have a copy of it, and we don't have to

  7   read the whole thing.  I've got -- mine is highlighted

  8   in yellow.  And yours is kind of a little bit of a

  9   shaded --

 10        A   Gray.

 11        Q   -- it's just when I made the copy, but it's the

 12   same thing, you know.  Right before we get into -- what

 13   was -- what was Fread's reluctance?

 14        A   I -- you know, I don't know.  I don't know

 15   what -- what was troubling Fread, but you know, Fread

 16   and I spent a not-insignificant amount of time together

 17   at the beginning when I first started working at OIG.

 18        Q   And that was when, again?  What year was this?

 19        A   2011.

 20        Q   2011.

 21        A   And --

 22        Q   Before -- excuse me.  Was this before the WFAA

 23   story broke or afterwards when you started working

 24   there?

 25        A   What WFAA story?
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  1        Q   The first story that broke regarding the HLD

  2   scores.

  3        A   You know, I've heard about the WFAA stories,

  4   and I'm aware of them as they break.  I have no idea

  5   when that story happened.

  6        Q   As they say, when the story broke?

  7        A   I -- I don't know when that broke.

  8        Q   Okay.

  9        A   So I can't answer that.  I just don't know.

 10        Q   All right.  Go ahead.

 11        A   And, you know, I spent time with him initially

 12   learning the process.  When I got here, there was some

 13   tension between the two divisions, between the sanctions

 14   division and the enforcement division.  With the

 15   enforcement investigators complaining about the

 16   sanctions lawyers being reluctant to do anything,

 17   sending cases back for any reason or no reason for

 18   future investigation or further investigation.  The

 19   sanctions lawyers at the same time were telling me that

 20   the -- the work product that came out of the enforcement

 21   division was substandard.

 22                  So I -- you know, I spent the first

 23   couple of months probably trying to identify what

 24   problems were extant in processes and procedures and in

 25   the relationships.  You know, I tried to figure out
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  1   whether there was an inherent problem in what we were

  2   doing or just in who was doing it or not doing it.

  3                   So Fread and I spent a fair amount of

  4   time together at the beginning.  My impression of

  5   Fread -- your question was:  What was his problem?  My

  6   impression of Fread at the time was that he was a guy

  7   who would, you know, sandwich a 5-minute conversation

  8   into 30 or 40 minutes in that, you know, he --

  9        Q   Did he have --

 10        A   -- would talk around a problem quite a bit.

 11        Q   Okay.  Did you and he have conversations

 12   regarding whether or not -- whether or not there was

 13   going to be a new policy at OIG regarding the

 14   enforcement of HLD scoring sheets or the interpretation

 15   of HLD?

 16        A   No.

 17        Q   All right.  Did you have any type of

 18   conversations with him regarding the definition of

 19   ectopic eruption, whether or not that should be changed

 20   or not changed?

 21        A   No.  OIG doesn't -- doesn't change policy.  The

 22   policy comes out of the Medicaid CHIP division, which at

 23   the time, as you know, was directed by Deputy Executive

 24   Commissioner Billy Noe.  So OIG doesn't apply defin -- I

 25   mean, we apply the policies or the definitions as we get
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  1   them, but we don't change those definitions.

  2        Q   But you understand there was a definitional

  3   change regarding what was the definition of ectopic

  4   eruption, which led to the definition of how do you --

  5   led to the, how do you score an HLD scoresheet?  Right?

  6        A   No.  I'm not aware of a change.

  7        Q   You're not aware?  Okay.

  8        A   I know that there -- I know that there was a

  9   policy clarification issued in 2012, but I'm not aware

 10   of a policy change.

 11        Q   I've got them here.  We'll cover them in a

 12   second.

 13        A   Okay.

 14        Q   So the question I have for you is whether or

 15   not you had any disagreement, by the way, with Mr. Fread

 16   Houston regarding the application of the HLD -- of the

 17   new HLD definition?  That's the question I have for you.

 18   Did you?

 19        A   Bluntly, Tony, to have a disagreement with

 20   Fread required a couple of things.  It would require

 21   that he care about what was there, what the topic of the

 22   conversation was; and I never got the sense from Fread

 23   that he really cared about very much, like really cared.

 24                  Secondly, it would require that we had a

 25   case that was moving forward, and with Fread I had -- I
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  1   had continual struggles moving cases forward.

  2                  And then the third thing is, it would

  3   require that Fread be there, and Fread very often just

  4   physically wasn't there.  So, no.

  5        Q   Well, there's something called the Orthodontic

  6   Initiative.  You ever heard of that term?

  7        A   In what context?  Here at OIG?

  8        Q   Yeah, at OIG, and the context of you starting

  9   these investigations?

 10        A   Yeah.  What you're -- sure.  What you're

 11   talking about is a concentrated effort by OIG

 12   investigators to review orthodontic expenditures, and of

 13   course, I'm aware of that.  I directed it.

 14        Q   All right.  And why was it created?

 15        A   Why did I create it?

 16        Q   Yes.

 17        A   Because the State of Texas had spent about

 18   $430 million on orthodontic expenditures; and my job, as

 19   I saw it when I got here, was to revamp, revitalize, and

 20   enhance the investigative efforts of the Agency.

 21                  You know, somebody asked Willie Sutton

 22   why he robbed banks and he said, "Because that's where

 23   the money is."  So when we take a look at OIG,

 24   statutorily we're obligated to do a couple of things.

 25   One of them is to ensure the integrity of the Title 19
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  1   expenditures, and secondly, we're obligated to maximize

  2   the State's return on investments.  So we went where a

  3   large block of expenditures were.

  4        Q   Let me read you what Fread says and you can

  5   follow my reading.  He says the following and this is on

  6   paragraph -- fourth or fifth paragraph.  He says:

  7   "Under the Orthodontic Initiative --

  8        A   What is -- how does the paragraph start?

  9                  MR. GARCIA:  Once.

 10        A   Okay.  I got you.

 11        Q    (BY MR. CANALES)  Right here (as read):

 12   "Under the Orthodontic Initiative, the Agency

 13   retroactively applied a new Medicaid policy

 14   interpretation regarding ectopic eruptions and declared

 15   past orthodontic treatment to be fraud or willful

 16   misrepresentation under the new Credible Allegation of

 17   Fraud mandate."

 18                  That's pretty strong language.  So the

 19   question I have for you, sir, is:  Do you agree with

 20   that statement?

 21        A   No.

 22        Q   All right.  Now, let's break it up now.  All

 23   right.  Now, you did have an Orthodontic Initiative.

 24   Right?

 25        A   Yes.
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  1        Q   All right.  Did you have -- was there a new

  2   Medicaid policy regarding the new definition of ectopic

  3   eruption?

  4        A   No.

  5        Q   The definition got changed, sir.  You know it

  6   got changed.  Are you telling me you don't know about

  7   the definitional change?

  8        A   Well, I mean, I think it really ultimately

  9   devolves into how you define, you know, the word

 10   "change".  I mean --

 11        Q   It's a new definition.

 12        A   Are the words the same?  Yes.  Is there more

 13   explanation of those words?  Yes.

 14        Q   Oh.

 15        A   If you want to call that a change, then, yes.

 16   I would say that the policy was changed by enhancing it,

 17   by clarifying it; but did the definition change?  In

 18   other words, were some things prohibited that were

 19   previously permissible?  The answer is no.

 20        Q   So your position is that the definition did not

 21   change?  Okay.  All right.

 22                  MR. CANALES:  He's with us.  With me.  I

 23   got all these lawyers.  Everybody is helping me, Karen.

 24                  THE WITNESS:  I asked her if we were

 25   going to need more guys.
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  1                  MR. GARCIA:  Probably.

  2                  MR. CANALES:  More guys?

  3                  MR. GARCIA:  More on their side.

  4                  MR. CANALES:  No.  You got truth and

  5   justice on your side.  You don't need to have anything

  6   else.

  7                  THE WITNESS:  See now, we're already

  8   agreeing.

  9                  MR. CANALES:  Oh, yeah.  I'm easy.

 10        Q    (BY MR. CANALES)  All right.  So the question

 11   I have for you, sir, is, you deny that there was a new

 12   Medicaid policy interpretation regarding ectopic

 13   eruptions.  Is that correct?

 14        A   There wasn't.

 15        Q   There wasn't.  Very well.  We'll move on.

 16                  Did you have -- did you declare the past

 17   orthodontic treatment to be fraud or willful

 18   misrepresentation under the new Credible Allegations of

 19   Fraud, as he says?

 20        A   Well, let's see.  Did I declare past

 21   orthodontic treatment to be fraud or willful

 22   misrepresentation under the new Credible Allegation of

 23   Fraud mandate?  Well, the Affordable Care Act took

 24   effect and the Credible Allegation of Fraud requirements

 25   were applicable I think in March or April of 2011.  So
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  1   we'll call those new.

  2                  Was previous conduct fraud?  Well, I

  3   guess my answer here would be, if it was fraudulent

  4   behavior, then it was fraudulent behavior under the

  5   Credible Allegation of Fraud requirements.  The Credible

  6   Allegation of Fraud requirements, Tony, didn't somehow

  7   change prior activity into fraud.  It either was or

  8   wasn't to begin with.

  9        Q   So at this point in time while you're making

 10   these decisions, did you have an opportunity to go talk

 11   to Dr. Felkner?  You know Dr. Felkner?

 12        A   Jerry Felkner?

 13        Q   Yes, sir.

 14        A   I didn't talk to him.

 15        Q   Have you ever spoken to Dr. Felkner regarding

 16   his approval of these -- of these HLD scoring?

 17        A   No.  I don't think I've ever met Dr. Felkner.

 18        Q   All right.  So you never met him?  You've never

 19   spoken to him?

 20        A   I --

 21        Q   Meet is one thing, speak is something else.

 22        A   I don't think so.

 23        Q   Oh, you don't think so.  Have you ever

 24   communicated with Dr. Felkner at all regarding his

 25   procedure that he was using on behalf of TMHP to approve
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  1   what is called a prior authorization methodology that he

  2   was using?  Any contact with him at all?

  3        A   Not -- you know, there might be an email, but I

  4   would be very surprised.  I mean, if there were, any

  5   communication that I had with Dr. Felkner was de minimus

  6   and most likely not relevant to this.

  7        Q   Okay.  How about --

  8        A   If there was any and I don't know that there

  9   was.

 10        Q   Okay.  How about Dr. Jim Orr?  You know Dr. Jim

 11   Orr?

 12        A   I have seen him.  I might have spoken with him.

 13        Q   You've met him in hearings and so forth, right,

 14   Dr. Jim Orr?  The question I have for you is, sir, have

 15   you ever spoken to Dr. Jim Orr you, yourself regarding

 16   the issue of how -- on the definition of ectopic

 17   eruption?

 18        A   No, I don't think so.

 19        Q   Okay.  Do you know whether or not Dr. Jim Orr

 20   at one time was the Medicaid dental director for NHIC?

 21        A   I do know.

 22        Q   All right.  And do you know whether Dr. Felkner

 23   was the Medicaid dental director for TMH -- for TMH --

 24        A   TMHP.

 25        Q   -- TMHP?
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  1        A   I do know.

  2        Q   Okay.  Do you know, sir, how these doctors for

  3   the last 20 years had been administering the policy of

  4   interpreting what ectopic eruption was?

  5        A   Do I know how they were administering the

  6   policy?

  7        Q   Yes, sir.

  8        A   I have a pretty good idea what they were doing.

  9        Q   What were they doing?

 10        A   I don't think they were reviewing anything.  I

 11   think they were approving all of the claims that were

 12   submitted.

 13        Q   All right.  And does that mean --

 14        A   Or very nearly all.

 15        Q   All right.  We got to talk about that.  How

 16   about Dr. Orr?  Do you think Dr. Orr was not reviewing

 17   the dental files going to his desk?

 18        A   I don't know.

 19        Q   How about Dr. Felkner?  Do you know if he

 20   was -- whether he was looking at the dental files going

 21   through his desk?

 22        A   I don't know because I've not talked to him.

 23        Q   Yes, sir.  But you are aware, are you not, of a

 24   study that was made by your Agency -- by HHSC Agency

 25   sometime in 2008 for -- are you aware of what I'm about
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  1   to hand you?  Let me mark it for you.

  2                  MR. CANALES:  What's the next number, 3?

  3   Madam Reporter, is it 3?

  4                  (Exhibit No. 3 marked)

  5        Q    (BY MR. CANALES)  Are you aware of this

  6   particular item which is called the Texas Health and

  7   Human Services Commission, Office of Inspector General

  8   Performance Audit Report, Texas Medicaid Healthcare

  9   Partnership Prior Authorization Audit, dated August 29,

 10   2008.  Prior to today, sir, have you seen a copy of

 11   this?

 12                  (Pause)

 13                  (Witness perusing document)

 14        Q    (BY MR. CANALES)  Does the document refresh

 15   your memory, sir?

 16        A   I was just seeing whether I have read it

 17   before.  I think I've seen this before.

 18        Q   So you've read it before?

 19        A   I think so.

 20        Q   All right.  And does it refresh your memory as

 21   to what the findings were of your Agency regarding

 22   whether or not TMHP was -- was reviewing the files that

 23   were being submitted to them?

 24        A   No.

 25        Q   Okay.  So did you use at all this study, the
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  1   Exhibit No. 3, did you use at all this particular study,

  2   this audit to be able to reinterpret or decide whether

  3   or not you were going to apply your Orthodontic

  4   Initiative program?  Did you take it into consideration

  5   at all?

  6        A   Did I use that study to decide?

  7        Q   For any purpose, for any purpose.  Did you use

  8   this study for any purpose in conducting your

  9   Orthodontic Initiative program?

 10        A   Yes.

 11        Q   All right.  In what respect did you use it?

 12        A   When we look at a -- at a body of claims, what

 13   we're looking to do is ensure the integrity of Title 19

 14   expenditures.  So if there's been an overpayment and,

 15   you know, hypothetically, your client submits $4 million

 16   in fraudulent claims that TMHP erroneously approves, my

 17   job is to do everything that I can to ensure that the

 18   State gets that $4 million back.

 19                  So what I would do is I would seek to

 20   identify any responsible party and pursue any

 21   responsible party and essentially try to make everybody

 22   joint and severally liable so that the State's tax

 23   dollars and the federal government's tax dollars are

 24   returned.

 25        Q   In this particular case, sir, what have you
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  1   done to be sure that TMHP pays back the State what they

  2   wrongfully approved?

  3        A   Well, as you know, there are different entities

  4   in the State that address issues of Medicaid

  5   overpayments.  So the Office of Inspector General would

  6   investigate, the Medicaid Fraud Control Unit would

  7   investigate, and the Civil Medicaid Fraud Unit of the

  8   Attorney General's Office would also investigate.

  9        Q   So have you made a referral to the Attorney

 10   General's Office with Medicaid investigators to be -- to

 11   investigate TMHP for their wrongful approval of the

 12   prior authorization claims?  Is that going on?  Did you

 13   recommend that?

 14        A   We have had discussions with the Attorney

 15   General's Office.

 16        Q   Did you recommend that they be prosecuted?

 17        A   I can't be anymore specific -- oh, did I

 18   recommend that they be prosecuted?

 19        Q   Yes, prosecuted.

 20        A   No.

 21        Q   No.  Did you recommend that a civil suit be

 22   filed against TMHP for wrongfully approving the prior

 23   authorizations?

 24        A   That's not my job.

 25        Q   That's not your job?
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  1        A   No.

  2        Q   Okay.  So you didn't do that because it's not

  3   your job?

  4        A   It's an inappropriate role for me to have.  I

  5   don't make a recommendation that they do something.

  6   What I do is I refer the case so that they can

  7   investigate and make their own determination.

  8        Q   So do you have any knowledge right now as to

  9   whether TMHP is being investigated for wrongfully making

 10   the prior authorization rulings?

 11        A   I'm not involved in any investigations.

 12        Q   So you have no knowledge of that?

 13        A   I have no knowledge of the status of any

 14   Attorney General's investigations.

 15        Q   So at -- so as we can be clear, do you -- do

 16   you emphatically deny retroactively applying a new

 17   Medicaid interpretation policy regarding the HLD

 18   definition?

 19        A   Do I emphatically deny --

 20        Q   Deny it.  Yeah.  Fread Houston says you

 21   retroactively applied the new definition of ectopic

 22   eruption, and you say you did not.  Right?

 23        A   I say two things, Tony.  One is we didn't apply

 24   any definitions retroactively.  And second --

 25        Q   Because there was no new definition, that's
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  1   your position?

  2        A   Well, for two reasons.  One is, yes, there was

  3   no new definition; and two, you know, I don't -- I don't

  4   apply the definitions.  We send these cases to expert

  5   witnesses.  We provide them with the Medicaid manual.

  6   They review it.  They draw their own conclusions based

  7   on their training, their experience, textbooks.

  8                  The second --

  9        Q   So I take --

 10        A   Hang on.

 11        Q   Go ahead.

 12        A   The second thing I would tell you is I would be

 13   stunned, absolutely stunned if while Fread Houston was

 14   here he knew what the definition of an ectopic eruption

 15   was.  So I don't know how he would know whether we

 16   applied or didn't apply or retroactively applied

 17   anything.

 18        Q   Because it was in the manual.  Right?  The

 19   definition of ectopic eruption was in TMHP manual,

 20   public record for everybody to see?

 21        A   Again, and what I'm telling you is -- because

 22   you're asking me, this is what Fread Houston said; do

 23   you deny it?  I'm simply saying I disagree with that

 24   statement in part because it's not correct and in part

 25   because I don't think he knew what the definition was
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  1   and he couldn't make that determination.

  2        Q   But you, sir.  You.  Did you make any -- are

  3   you denying that you have retroactively applied the

  4   definition of ectopic eruption, the new definition of

  5   ectopic eruption?

  6        A   Okay.

  7        Q   Are you denying you're doing that?

  8        A   There is no definition of ectopic eruption that

  9   is new.  We have simply applied the definition that has

 10   always been extant.

 11        Q   Okay.  Very well.  So in essence, what you're

 12   doing, you're applying the new -- now you have a

 13   clarification of that definition?

 14        A   We have a -- in 2012 the Medicaid CHIP division

 15   issued a policy clarification on the definition of

 16   ectopic eruption.  That is correct.

 17        Q   And the question now for you, sir, is:  Are you

 18   applying the clarification retroactively?  The

 19   clarification that came out, are you applying that now

 20   to the dentists of 2008, 2009, 2010, and '11 -- half of

 21   the year '11 -- when looking at the patients?  Is that

 22   what you're doing?  Because they should have known of

 23   this clarification.  Correct?

 24        A   Right.  So the definition of ectopic eruption

 25   is the definition of ectopic eruption.  It has been
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  1   extant ever since we began looking at this.

  2                  The answer to your question is:  We have

  3   applied the definition in the manual that was available

  4   at the time.  So if there's a 2008 manual, the 2008

  5   definition applies and so on.

  6                  Now, if the 2012 definition clarifies the

  7   2008 ectopic eruption description, you know, for 2012

  8   beyond, great -- 2012 beyond, great.  What I'm telling

  9   you, Mr. Canales, and I want to be very clear about

 10   this, is that the clarification simply describes what

 11   has always been; but we're not giving that definition,

 12   that clarified definition to an expert saying, 'Now use

 13   this clarified definition.'  What we're saying to them

 14   is here are the HLD scores, you tell -- here are the

 15   books that you need to look at --

 16        Q   What books are we talking about?  It's only one

 17   book.  Right?  Only the manual?  That's --

 18        A   The manual.

 19        Q   -- the only definition?

 20        A   Right.  But if there's a 2008 manual and we've

 21   got 2008 cases, that's what they use.

 22        Q   Yes.

 23        A   If they've got 2008 and '9 cases, then they get

 24   the '8 and '9 manual and so on.

 25        Q   So the question to you, sir, is this:  Is this
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  1   clarification that you're saying, "It's not a new

  2   definition, but it's a clarification" that came out in

  3   2012, are you telling your experts that this new

  4   clarification should be looked at in deciding whether or

  5   not the HLD scores of 2008, '9, '10, '11 are properly

  6   made?

  7        A   Okay.  And, again, my answer is no.  My answer

  8   is that we give them the 2008 manual to review when

  9   they're looking at 2008 cases.  They get the 2009 manual

 10   when they're looking at 2009, and so on.  They are told

 11   to use the manual that applies to the year that the case

 12   originated.

 13        Q   But the clarification that you're talking about

 14   did not appear till the year 2012.

 15        A   Okay.

 16        Q   Right?  And that clarification, you will agree,

 17   should not be used, should not be used in the

 18   application of the 2008, '9, '10, '11 -- and '11.  It

 19   should not be used.

 20        A   So --

 21        Q   You agree with that, sir, or don't agree with

 22   that?

 23        A   Well --

 24        Q   If you're saying we did not have a definitional

 25   change, all we had was a clarification and --
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  1   clarification, interpretation.  Sir, the question to you

  2   is whether or not this clarification and new

  3   interpretation of it should be applied to the people who

  4   were seeing patients at '9, '10, '11?

  5        A   Okay.  Let me answer it this way.

  6        Q   The answer is?  Yeah.  Go ahead and answer.

  7        A   Let me answer it this way.  If the policy said

  8   that all wedding rings had to be made of platinum --

  9        Q   No, no.  I don't understand that.

 10        A   No, listen to me.

 11        Q   Answer my question.

 12        A   I can't answer your question because of the way

 13   that you phrased it.

 14        Q   Answer it.

 15        A   I'm trying to tell you -- I'm trying to tell

 16   you what the answer is.  The answer is, if the policy

 17   said that all wedding rings had to be made of platinum

 18   and then in 2012 we said all wedding rings had to made

 19   of platinum, comma, that is silver in color, well,

 20   platinum is silver in color.  It's always been silver in

 21   color.  Would an expert witness be applying the

 22   definition silver in color?  Well, sure, if the expert

 23   witness knew what he was doing because he would know

 24   that it was silver in color.  But am I telling them look

 25   at this 2012 definition?  No.
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  1        Q   Are you applying that definition?

  2        A   The definition exists Mr. Canales.

  3        Q   Here's the definition, sir, that appears.  Let

  4   me get this other sticker right here.

  5                  (Exhibit No. 4 marked)

  6        Q    (BY MR. CANALES)  Here's the definition that

  7   came out of the manual.

  8                  MR. CANALES:  Was it 4?

  9        Q    (BY MR. CANALES)  Here's the new definition.

 10   I'll show you Exhibit No. 4, and I'll represent to you,

 11   sir, that this came out of the -- out of your website.

 12   You see it there, sir?  Do you recognize that as a

 13   version of your official version, the definitions?

 14        A   I don't recognize that, but I'll accept you

 15   telling me that it is.

 16        Q   All right.  Let's go -- in the interest of

 17   time, let's go ahead.  Let me show you that this was

 18   publicly put out for all to see, and that page 8 of 9

 19   there is a -- they tell us, we now have a new

 20   definition.  And here's the definition of ectopic

 21   eruption.

 22                  Is that the clarification you're talking

 23   about?

 24                  (Pause)

 25                  (Witness perusing document)
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  1        Q    (BY MR. CANALES)  Is that particular -- you've

  2   seen the document, sir?

  3        A   Well, I'm troubled because you said it says;

  4   "we now have a new definition," and I don't see that.

  5        Q   You don't see the definition -- okay.

  6        A   No.  I don't see where it says we now have a

  7   new definition.

  8        Q   Very well.  So you deny you have a new

  9   definition for ectopic eruption.  If that's it, let's

 10   move on.  If that's what you're saying.

 11        A   Let's move on.

 12        Q   All right.  Now, so you agree, sir, that that

 13   particular page that I'm referring to right now, that

 14   that definition, is that the clarification you're

 15   talking about?

 16        A   Yes.

 17        Q   Very well.  And your position is, that

 18   clarification does not change the definition of ectopic

 19   eruption?

 20        A   That's exactly right.

 21        Q   Very well.  Very well.  And you understand

 22   that -- that that position is that -- the gist of all

 23   this whole case:  Is it a clarification or is it a

 24   definition.  You with agree that?

 25        A   I don't agree with that.
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  1        Q   You don't agree with that.  Very well.

  2                  And, sir, do you know, sir, whether or

  3   not under this definition your experts received

  4   instructions -- your experts receive instructions to be

  5   able to gauge their HLD scoring sheets for 2008, 2009

  6   and so forth under this new definition -- new

  7   clarification?

  8        A   What's your question?

  9        Q   My question to you, sir:  Do you know whether

 10   or not -- did you instruct your experts to judge the HLD

 11   scoring based under the new clarification?

 12        A   I did not.

 13        Q   What did you instruct them to do?

 14        A   Again, expert witnesses are provided with the

 15   patient files.  They are provided with the relevant

 16   manual from that period of time, and they are instructed

 17   to review the guidelines and the policies and to apply

 18   those to the patient records that they're reviewing.

 19        Q   If the manual for 2008 definition of ectopic

 20   eruption is different than what I have here in my

 21   hand -- all right -- if it's different, it doesn't have

 22   that clarification, what is the expert to do?  What

 23   definition is the expert to apply?

 24        A   Well, the expert -- you know, the expert would

 25   apply the 2008 definition as he or she reads it and
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  1   understands it to be.

  2        Q   Would he look at all, would he consider all the

  3   clarifications that appeared in Exhibit 4, published in

  4   2012?

  5        A   So -- well, I don't know.  You'd have to ask

  6   them.

  7        Q   You don't know.  You would have to ask them.

  8        A   I mean, look, when we give an expert witness

  9   the patient files, we give them the relevant year's

 10   TMPPM, the manuals, and we tell them to review the

 11   appropriate provisions as it applies to each year and

 12   appropriately each patient record.

 13                  Now, if the expert says I understand the

 14   definition of 2008 to be X and the expert understands it

 15   to be X as it's defined in 2012, well, then that's what

 16   he's going to apply.  And my understanding, Tony, is

 17   that every expert understands a --

 18        Q   My --

 19        A   Hang on. -- an ectopic eruption to be the

 20   definition in 2012.  The State just happened to clarify

 21   that for your client and other clients so that there

 22   wasn't any misunderstanding.

 23        Q   This clarification, sir, is a new definition.

 24   Would you agree with that?

 25        A   You can ask me that as many times as you want,
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  1   Tony, and my answer is still going to be no.

  2        Q   Your answer is that this new definition or this

  3   new description of ectopic eruption is not a new

  4   definition but a clarification?

  5        A   It is a clarification.

  6        Q   I'll move on from that.  Very well.

  7                  And these doctors, Dr. Tadlock,

  8   Dr. Evans, or whatever doctor you've selected, they have

  9   before them two manuals.  They have the manual of the

 10   respective year, 2008 to whatever year it is, and then

 11   they have this definition in front of them.  So the

 12   question is:  What instructions did you give these

 13   doctors to follow if there's a conflict between the

 14   manual, the actual manual, and what's found on Exhibit 3

 15   that came out in 2012?  What instructions did you give

 16   them?

 17        A   There wouldn't be a conflict.

 18        Q   No, no.  Did you give them any instructions at

 19   all?  Which one controls?

 20        A   Yeah, again --

 21        Q   Which one controls?

 22        A   -- maybe -- the policy document applicable to

 23   the year that the treatment was initiated --

 24        Q   Should control?

 25        A   -- is the document that applies.
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  1        Q   Is that your control?

  2        A   That's the document that applies.

  3        Q   And this document that I have here should only

  4   apply to those patients that are seen post January the

  5   1st, 2012.  Do you agree with that?  Yes or no, do you

  6   agree with anything?  Give me an explanation.

  7        A   Yeah, I can't --

  8        Q   Yes, you can.  Yes, you can.

  9        A   Okay.  You can answer -- you can ask me any

 10   question that you want and I will try to answer it for

 11   you but --

 12        Q   But you're not answering it.

 13        A   Well, you won't let me.  Do you want the

 14   answer?

 15        Q   Give me the answer.

 16        A   Okay.  The answer is, if that definition were

 17   radically different than the one in 2008 -- so 2008 says

 18   you can allow anything in and 2012 says you can allow

 19   next to nothing in, then the 2012 definition would apply

 20   from 2012 forward and the 2008 definition would apply to

 21   2008.  However, that is not the case here.  The 2012

 22   definition simply provides an explanation of what 2008

 23   already said.

 24        Q   But how --

 25        A   So the definitions, Tony, are the same.  They
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  1   are the same.

  2        Q   How is a doctor to know -- how is a doctor to

  3   know this difference?  All the doctor had before --

  4        A   Presumably, because they know.

  5        Q   Oh, they know.  Okay.  If the definition for

  6   2008 or pre-2012 does not have the definition of -- does

  7   not have the following:  "Ectopic eruption does not

  8   include teeth that are rotated or teeth that are leaning

  9   or slanted."  If it doesn't have that at all and Dr. Orr

 10   and Dr. Felkner for the last 30 years have been applying

 11   the old definition, why are you blaming these new

 12   doctors or why you trying to cause these new doctors to

 13   fall into this new definition when they never had notice

 14   of it?

 15        A   Yeah, that would obviously be a question for an

 16   orthodontist but let me --

 17        Q   No.  It's a question to you, sir.  Why --

 18        A   Let me --

 19        Q   -- you causing --

 20        A   Well, I'm --

 21        Q   -- why you placing the burden on these people?

 22        A   Okay.  Because the expert witnesses tell me

 23   that they've misapplied the definition, that they've

 24   qualified --

 25        Q   Which definition?
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  1        A   They've qualified kids under any definition for

  2   Title 19 paid orthodontic expenditures inappropriate or

  3   falsely.

  4        Q   Did you talk to Dr. Orr about this?

  5        A   I don't need to talk to Dr. Orr --

  6        Q   Did you talk to --

  7        A   -- about this because Dr. Orr isn't part of my

  8   investigations.

  9        Q   Did you talk to --

 10        A   He's part of your case.

 11        Q   Did you talk to TMHP about it?  You had an

 12   audit right here.

 13        A   Yes.

 14        Q   You talked to Felkner about it?

 15        A   No.

 16        Q   Why not?

 17        A   Well, Dr. Felkner was gone by the time --

 18        Q   But you can talk to him.

 19        A   Yeah, well --

 20        Q   Yes.  I mean, he is your dental director, he's

 21   the one that approved it.  Why not use just a little bit

 22   of common sense, Mr. Former Federal Prosecutor, former

 23   district attorney, go talk to the guy.

 24        A   Right.

 25        Q   What would he tell you?
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  1        A   What's he going to tell me?

  2        Q   He's going to tell you he's using the

  3   definition that the manual says.

  4        A   Okay.

  5        Q   And you wouldn't want that.  Right?

  6        A   So, Mr. Canales, if as a lawyer if somebody

  7   tells you, 'You don't have to communicate with your

  8   clients.  It doesn't matter what the disciplinary rules

  9   say.  I'm telling you, you don't have to communicate

 10   with your clients.'  Is that a defense in front of the

 11   board of disciplinary procedures?  I don't think so.

 12                  So the fact that somebody tells your

 13   client -- assuming that he even did tell him, and I'm

 14   not willing to make that assumption -- but assuming

 15   somebody told your client, 'It's okay to do this.  It's

 16   okay to commit fraud,' that doesn't mean that he can

 17   commit fraud.

 18        Q   The chart -- the doctor -- Mr. Fread Houston

 19   says (as read):  "I received expert reports that were

 20   unsigned by the expert.  I was told that expert reports

 21   were edited by enforcement management to remove

 22   statements that were supportive of a provider's action."

 23                  Did that ever happen, as far as you know?

 24        A   Well, you've read a lot of things.  I don't

 25   know that any of them have happened.
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  1        Q   I --

  2        A   Well, let me answer it this way.  Did Fread

  3   Houston receive unsigned reports?  I don't know what he

  4   received.  Is it possible that he say saw a draft?  It's

  5   possible, I don't know.

  6        Q   Did you receive drafts from your experts,

  7   unsigned drafts?

  8        A   I don't recall any specific examples, but it's

  9   possible.

 10        Q   Possible.  Did you -- did you have a policy,

 11   sir, or any instructions to your staff to remove

 12   statements that were supportive of a provider's actions?

 13        A   Of course not.

 14        Q   Did you ever do that?

 15        A   No, of course not.

 16        Q   You've never done that?

 17        A   Here's why.  We're interested in maintaining

 18   the integrity of the program.  If a provider has under

 19   billed, we want them to know that.  If a provider has

 20   overbilled, we want them to know that.  But,

 21   fundamentally, more than anything else, Tony, I've been

 22   in court a number of times, as I know you have, and

 23   nobody likes to be surprised unpleasantly in court.

 24   Nobody does.

 25        Q   Yes, sir.
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  1        A   So the last thing that I want is to have an

  2   expert witness who says but -- in the last paragraph --

  3   'But all things considered, I think that this provider

  4   did an outstanding job, didn't do anything wrong, and

  5   that all his bills should be completely paid and

  6   admissible.'  If I take that out and I put that witness

  7   on the stand, that's going to come out and my case is

  8   going to get torpedoed.  I don't want that, and I don't

  9   want that for our sanctions division.

 10        Q   What evidence do you have, sir, what evidence

 11   do you have that these doctors, all these dentists have

 12   committed fraud other than having a difference of

 13   opinion on HLD scoring?

 14        A   Yeah, that's a good question.  You know, if it

 15   were a difference of opinion and I thought ultimately it

 16   were a reasonable difference of opinion -- and I

 17   understand that reasonable minds can differ -- I would

 18   be more -- I think I would be more amenable to

 19   considering this an education deficit or a

 20   miscommunication or something -- something along those

 21   lines.

 22        Q   Now, who would be responsible for the

 23   miscommunication, who would be responsible for that?

 24        A   I don't know, but whatever miscommunication --

 25   because I think it can be --
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  1        Q   Dr. Felkner?

  2        A   -- it could be different in different

  3   situations.

  4        Q   No --

  5        A   But I'm trying to answer your question.

  6        Q   Just a --

  7        A   Let me finish -- let me finish my answer.  So

  8   the thing that separates an accidental or an inadvertent

  9   or an educationally deficient overbilling from a

 10   fraudulent overbilling or a wasteful or an abusive

 11   overbilling is the facts and circumstances surrounding a

 12   case.  So if I get a guy who is routinely scoring HLD

 13   scores in the 30s and 40s and is billing multiple

 14   appliances, none of which have ever been inserted,

 15   multiple appliances, some of which can't be done in

 16   tandem, that kind of thing, well, that indicates to me

 17   that there's something more going on.  So it's the

 18   pattern and the totality of the circumstances.

 19        Q   And the pattern and totality of this

 20   particular -- this whole HLD issue began with the WFAA

 21   story, what you instructed.  Did you, sir, did you

 22   instruct Mr. Brian Klozik to run an audit of the top 20

 23   providers, the top 20 people who got -- the highest paid

 24   20 people?  Was that done at your insistence?

 25        A   So you've asked three questions.
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  1        Q   Answer any one of them.

  2        A   Let me answer all three of them.  No. 1, I

  3   don't know when the WFAA story that you're talking about

  4   ran.  I have no idea.  I've never seen it, so I don't

  5   know.

  6        Q   Okay.

  7        A   The second question that you asked is, did I

  8   ask Brian Klozik to run a list of providers, and the

  9   answer is yes.

 10                  And the answer to your third question is,

 11   did I ask him to run a list of the top 20.  The answer

 12   is no.

 13        Q   Why did you ask him to run a list of providers?

 14        A   Why?

 15        Q   Yes.

 16        A   Because that's where the money is.  Because we

 17   had a large amount of expenditures, and it was my job to

 18   make sure those expenditures had program integrity.

 19   Look, any -- you know, it wouldn't matter if it was

 20   physical therapy or pediatric flu shots.  If there is a

 21   single identifiable block of expenditures that's

 22   $400 million, we are going to take a look at it.

 23        Q   Yes, sir.

 24        A   We are going to do it.

 25        Q   And what caused you to take a look at it?  What
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  1   caused you to take a look at it?

  2        A   There's a single block of identifiable

  3   expenditures that is enormous.

  4        Q   Yes, sir.  And this enormous amount, all had to

  5   do with orthodontists.  Right?

  6        A   This one, yes.

  7        Q   And did you ask that an investigation be done

  8   on at least top 20 providers?

  9        A   No.

 10        Q   And it was conducted?  Well, what started the

 11   investigation on Antoine Dental Center?

 12        A   I think that they were one of the providers

 13   that we had identified.

 14        Q   Right.  In the top 20.  Right?

 15        A   No.

 16        Q   No.  All right.  Well, everybody else says so.

 17        A   They say top 20?

 18        Q   Yeah.

 19        A   Yeah, I don't think that's right.

 20        Q   You don't think so.  Why did you identify him?

 21        A   I think he was probably in the top 55.

 22        Q   Why did you identify him?

 23        A   I think he was in the top 55.

 24        Q   So you conducting -- you began investigations

 25   of the top 55 providers?
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  1        A   We identified the top 55 utilizers.  Once we've

  2   identified the top 55 utilizers, we then looked at codes

  3   within the top 55 to determine --

  4        Q   And you ordered investigations of these people.

  5   Right?

  6        A   No.

  7        Q   You ordered to see their patient files.  You

  8   ordered to get the patient files and get them to

  9   experts.  Right?

 10        A   No.

 11        Q   So they could look at it?

 12        A   No.

 13        Q   So what happened?

 14        A   Okay.  So we identify the top 55 providers, and

 15   then we identify certain codes within those billing

 16   groups.  And if there is certain codes that appear to be

 17   aberrant or certain utilization of codes that appear to

 18   be aberrant, then we would go ahead and pull a

 19   statically valid random sample and go get the records

 20   and take a look.

 21        Q   And then somewhere down the line you selected

 22   an expert.  Right?

 23        A   I would say more accurately an expert was

 24   assigned.

 25        Q   And the expert that was assigned to it was
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  1   somebody that was -- had the experience of being a past

  2   Medicaid provider?

  3        A   I don't know.

  4        Q   You don't know.  Well, you selected Dr. Evans,

  5   for example.

  6        A   I don't think so.

  7        Q   You know he was not -- he's never handled a

  8   Medicaid case before.

  9        A   I do now, yeah, but I didn't select Dr. Evans.

 10        Q   Dr. Tadlock, you selected Tadlock?

 11        A   Let me -- let me get you where you want to go

 12   here.

 13        Q   Did you select Dr. Tadlock?

 14        A   Let me get you -- I don't pick the expert

 15   witnesses.  I don't say, 'Assign this one to this case.'

 16   That's not my job.

 17        Q   But you review the reports -- you review the

 18   reports before they're signed.  Right?  You review the

 19   reports.

 20        A   I have reviewed reports.  It is not common.

 21        Q   Yes, sir.  And if you review the reports that

 22   are not signed, then you have -- then you can -- have

 23   you suggested to these doctors to change the reports or

 24   their findings?

 25        A   No.  I've suggested that we explicate areas,
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  1   that we focus on other areas, and I've asked questions.

  2        Q   What do you mean "explicate"?  I mean, these

  3   are just reports on HLD opinions whether -- right?  So

  4   what do you mean explicate?

  5        A   No.  That's not true.

  6        Q   In this particular case, sir, did you receive a

  7   blank and unsigned report from Dr. Tadlock and did you

  8   have it changed?

  9        A   I have no idea.  I don't think so, but I have

 10   no idea.

 11        Q   Let me change the topic a little bit here.  Did

 12   you have -- do you know an appeals judge named Susan

 13   Fekety?

 14        A   No.

 15        Q   Never met her?

 16        A   No.

 17        Q   You ever try to meet her?

 18        A   No.

 19        Q   You ever try to make any type of -- did you

 20   ever visit the appeals division office to try -- to try

 21   to talk to her?

 22        A   No.

 23        Q   To try to talk to her employer?

 24        A   Who's her employer?

 25        Q   The appeals division judges.  Did you do
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  1   anything like that?

  2        A   No.

  3        Q   Did you make any type of appearance at the

  4   appeals division to try and convince the executive

  5   commissioner to change the policy of referring -- of the

  6   final decision maker being HHSC?  Did you do anything

  7   like that?

  8        A   I don't understand your question.  Ask me

  9   that --

 10        Q   Did you do any lobbying -- did you do any

 11   lobbying at all before the executive commissioner of

 12   HHSC to be -- to convince them to be able to move the

 13   jurisdiction of the proposal for decision from Judge

 14   Fekety?

 15                  It's being whispered to me to the

 16   executive commissioner.

 17        A   I heard.

 18        Q   Yeah.

 19        A   I don't know.  Possibly.

 20        Q   I don't know.  Possibly.  Give me the

 21   "possibly".  How would it happen?

 22        A   Well, I'm not going to make up a situation.

 23        Q   Let me narrow it down.  You've heard of the

 24   Harlingen decision?

 25        A   I've heard of that.
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  1        Q   You've read it.  Right?

  2        A   I've read it.

  3        Q   You were at the hearings.  You were sitting in

  4   the front --

  5        A   I was at some of the hearings.

  6        Q   You were there in the front row.  I remember

  7   you.  The question I have for you, sir, in that

  8   particular case, that case, after the SOAH judge decided

  9   and made his findings, did you make any type of attempt,

 10   by the way, to go talk to the executive commission to

 11   see if we could remove the power of -- of the -- of the

 12   designee of the executive commission to be able to hear

 13   the case.  Did you?  You say possibly?

 14        A   Your question is did I ever talk to the

 15   executive commissioner --

 16        Q   No.  Somebody.  Anybody.

 17        A   Anybody?

 18        Q   Yeah.  Out there, out there.  Not here.  Not to

 19   Karen.  She wasn't even here.

 20        A   Oh, okay.  Not within OIG.

 21        Q   No.  I'm talking about going up to the Agency,

 22   going up to HHSC's office?

 23        A   I don't think so.

 24        Q   Come on, you did.  You know you did.

 25        A   I don't think so.
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  1        Q   Huh?  You said "possibly" a little while ago?

  2        A   Right.  I didn't understand your question.

  3        Q   Well, possibly, so it never happened.  So

  4   whatever information we have that you made various

  5   attempts to go to try to change the designee, it would

  6   be totally wrong?

  7        A   Tony --

  8        Q   Sir --

  9        A   I don't have a--

 10        Q   -- am I wrong on it?  If it didn't happen, just

 11   tell me it never happened.

 12        A   I don't have any problem getting in to see Kyle

 13   Janek.  If I wanted to see Kyle Janek and talk to him

 14   about this, I could have done it.

 15        Q   Kyle Janek wasn't there at that time.

 16        A   Oh, in that case, the answer is categorically

 17   no.  I never talked to Tom Suehs about this.

 18        Q   And you can talk to Kyle Janek because your

 19   wife works there.  Correct?

 20        A   I can talk to Kyle Janek because I've known him

 21   for 10 years.

 22        Q   And his wife -- your wife works in that office?

 23        A   No.  I can talk to Kyle Janek because I've

 24   known him for 10 years.  We served in the legislature.

 25        Q   So the question I have for you, sir, is whether
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  1   or not you made any attempt at all, whether the Janek

  2   Administration or the previous administration, to try

  3   and change the --

  4                  MR. GARCIA:  The Agency designee.

  5        Q    (BY MR. CANALES)  Try to change the Agency

  6   designee for --

  7                  MR. GARCIA:  For proposals for decision.

  8        Q    (BY MR. CANALES)  -- for the proposals for

  9   decision.  Did you, sir?

 10        A   What?  For the PFDs?

 11                  MR. CANALES:  Go ahead.  Say it.

 12                  MR. GARCIA:  You want me to say it?

 13                  MR. CANALES:  Yeah.  Say it.

 14                  MR. GARCIA:  Did you undertake any

 15   efforts with anyone at HHSC to change the Agency

 16   designee for proposal for decision from the

 17   administrative judge back to the executive commissioner?

 18                  MR. CANALES:  Thank you.

 19        A   Okay.  I think the answer is no, and let me

 20   qualify it this way.

 21                  I felt very strongly that all of these

 22   decisions involving millions of dollars should be made

 23   by the executive commissioner.  I still feel very

 24   strongly about that.  I did not talk to Kyle Janek about

 25   moving the authority from -- or retracting the authority
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  1   from the appeals division to the executive

  2   commissioner's office.

  3                  However, we talked about it internally

  4   for a period of time enough times that it is not

  5   inconceivable to me that I mentioned it to somebody on

  6   the 7th Floor at some point, but more in the context of,

  7   you know, standing around talking about various things,

  8   bringing this up, and moving it on.  But --

  9        Q   What --

 10        A   -- we've never -- hang on -- we've never

 11   scheduled a meeting to discuss it.  We've never had a

 12   formal meeting to discuss it, and I've never advocated

 13   that in a formal meeting.

 14        Q   What's the 7th Floor?

 15        A   That's the executive management of HHSC.

 16        Q   All right.  And who would have been -- who

 17   would you have discussed this with?

 18        A   I don't know that I did discuss it with

 19   anybody.  I'm just saying it's not inconceivable that it

 20   happened.

 21        Q   Conceivably who could it have been?

 22        A   It could have been anybody on the 7th Floor.

 23        Q   And who could that be?

 24        A   Anybody whose office is on the 7th Floor or was

 25   on the 7th Floor for a meeting.  In other words --
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  1        Q   And your intent was what?  What was your intent

  2   of conceivably bringing this topic up?

  3        A   You know, Tony, I'm not telling you that I did

  4   have that conversation.  What I'm doing is I'm

  5   qualifying my answer.  I'm telling you, no, it didn't

  6   happen.  However, it is -- I never advocated.  I know

  7   that.  However, it is possible because of the way your

  8   questions was asked, 'Hey, did you ever bring it up?'

  9   The answer is, I'm sure that it is possible at some

 10   point I mentioned it.

 11        Q   And this was during the time that the Harlingen

 12   case was pending -- was pending in the appeals division.

 13   Right?

 14        A   You know, it could have been anytime from May

 15   of 2012 to December of 2012.

 16        Q   Well, could you have asked somebody to do this

 17   for you?  Did you ask anybody up there to carry the ball

 18   for you on this particular topic?

 19        A   It's not likely, no.

 20        Q   Okay.  Just something -- if it happened -- if

 21   it happened, you did it?

 22        A   If it happened, I did it.

 23        Q   And -- yeah.  And do you --

 24        A   I never carried this ball.

 25        Q   Yeah, and conceivably you were rejected --
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  1   correct -- your idea was rejected?  Your idea of

  2   changing the designee --

  3        A   No.

  4        Q   -- it was not approved by anybody.  Right?

  5        A   Well, I don't think that that's an accurate

  6   statement because I never advocated it.

  7        Q   But, conceivably, you did, you said.  Maybe you

  8   brought it up in the hallway of the 7th Floor.

  9        A   No.  I think you're mischaracterizing what I

 10   said.  What I'm telling you is in much the same that you

 11   would stand around your office talking about this

 12   deposition tomorrow, I might have at some point stood

 13   around talking with somebody about the Harlingen Family

 14   Dental case or about the process for reviewing PFDs.

 15        Q   But you understand it would have been totally

 16   improper and unethical on your part to try and influence

 17   the commissioner or anybody up on the 7th Floor to

 18   transfer, to transfer the jurisdictional process of this

 19   case while Harlingen case was pending up there.  You

 20   knew it would have been totally improper.  Right?

 21        A   Yeah, again, I think --

 22        Q   Can you conceive that to be totally improper,

 23   sir?

 24        A   Again, I think you're mischaracterizing what my

 25   answer is.
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  1        Q   Let me ask you.  So can you conceive that it

  2   would have been improper -- if you had done it, it would

  3   have been totally improper and unethical on your part to

  4   try and influence somebody on the 7th Floor to remove

  5   the designee.  Is that correct?  You would agree with

  6   that.  Right?  If it would have happened,

  7   hypothetically.

  8        A   No.  I don't accept what you're saying, no.

  9        Q   While the case was pending up there?

 10        A   If the case has been transferred to the --

 11        Q   Yes.

 12        A   -- executive commissioner and --

 13        Q   No.  It was transferred to the appeals -- the

 14   appeals division.  The question was whether or not it

 15   should be -- the designee should be changed to the

 16   executive commissioner.  That's the whole issue, sir.

 17   And do you agree with me that if you were doing that, it

 18   would be totally improper and unethical on your part?

 19        A   No.  I don't agree with that.  You know, the

 20   executive commissioner has the authority to delegate

 21   decision making to anybody at any time and to withdraw

 22   that.  The executive commissioner --

 23        Q   And --

 24        A   Listen to me.

 25        Q   And that was done by regulation.
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  1        A   Listen to me.  Listen to me.

  2        Q   No, no.  I'm not listening to you.

  3        A   You've asked me a question, I get to answer it.

  4        Q   Go ahead.  Go ahead.

  5        A   The executive commissioner has the authority to

  6   delegate or withdraw the delegation of authority.  If

  7   the HHSC appeals judge makes a decision that the

  8   commissioner doesn't like, he has the authority to

  9   change that determination.

 10        Q   And that's done by regulation, sir?

 11        A   You are entitled to go and see the executive

 12   commissioner and ask him to do anything you want at any

 13   time on behalf of one of your clients.  So I don't think

 14   you would be unethical for doing that.

 15                  If the SOAH judge and you want to go

 16   lobby the executive commissioner to do something

 17   different, I think that that's within your authority to

 18   do that.  I don't see that as an ethical violation.  I

 19   certainly wouldn't file a complaint against you for

 20   doing it.

 21        Q   That's what you were attempting to do on the

 22   7th Floor.  Right?  That's what you were attempting to

 23   do?

 24        A   You know, Mr. Canales, I don't know why we're

 25   having this difficulty communicating.
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  1        Q   Because I'm in shock.  I'm in shock --

  2        A   I keep telling you that's not accurate.

  3        Q   Because I'm in shock, sir.

  4        A   Why are you in shock?

  5        Q   I'm in shock that you would even consider,

  6   conceivably consider that perhaps you had a conversation

  7   on the 7th Floor with the top management of HHSC as to

  8   whether or not he should remove the designee in this

  9   case, on a pending case, on the Harlingen case.

 10        A   Yeah.

 11        Q   I am shocked that you would even conceive of

 12   that and that doesn't offend you.

 13        A   So, again, I indicated to you that the

 14   conversation -- if it ever happened at all and I don't

 15   think that it did -- was a casual conversation with

 16   somebody not in a decision-making role -- wait a second

 17   because I never talked to Kyle about this.  I never

 18   talked to anybody who could do this.  And --

 19        Q   So who was it that you talked to on the 7th

 20   Floor?

 21        A   I have no idea, and I don't know that I did.

 22        Q   But somebody on the 7th Floor -- all people on

 23   the 7th Floor, whatever the 7th Floor is, is people who

 24   have -- are people of rule making or power authority in

 25   HHSC.  Correct?
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  1        A   That's a ridiculous statement.

  2        Q   All right.  What's ridiculous about it?

  3        A   It's absolutely ludicrous.  That is completely

  4   100 percent not true.

  5        Q   People on the 7th Floor don't have that

  6   authority?

  7        A   You said everybody, Mr. Canales, and you know

  8   that.

  9        Q   Everybody on the 7th Floor.

 10        A   Look, I think --

 11        Q   Well, tell me who you talked to, then.  You

 12   narrow it down for me.  You narrow it down for me.  Who

 13   did you talk to?

 14        A   Yeah, you keep asking me who I talked to, and I

 15   keep telling you I don't think I talked to anybody.

 16                  MR. CANALES:  We're going to have a

 17   little about 5-minute break.  What do you say?

 18                  THE WITNESS:  If you like.  I'm fine.  I

 19   don't need one.

 20                  MR. CANALES:  I need one.  I need to go

 21   to the bathroom again.  I'm an old man now.

 22                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.

 23                  (Recess: 11:10 a.m. to 11:15 a.m.)

 24                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We're back on the

 25   record.
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  1                  MR. CANALES:  Back on the record.

  2        Q    (BY MR. CANALES)  Ask a couple of questions

  3   that I think it's close to the end.

  4                  With this definition of ectopic eruption,

  5   I just want to be sure about this.  Is it your position,

  6   one, that the definition of ectopic eruption that

  7   appears on Exhibit No. 4 that we talked about is not a

  8   new definition but just a clarification?

  9        A   Can I see No. 4 again?

 10        Q   Yes, sir.  I'll give it to you.  I'll give it

 11   to you real quick like here.

 12                  MR. GARCIA:  Page 8.

 13        Q    (BY MR. CANALES)  Page 8.  I'm going to

 14   highlight it for you.

 15                  MR. CANALES:  You got the highlighter?

 16        Q    (BY MR. CANALES)  Here's page 8 of the

 17   document we're talking about.

 18        A   And what's your question?

 19        Q   My question to you, sir:  Is it your position

 20   that that is not a new definition but merely a

 21   clarification of the old definition?

 22        A   Yeah.  It's my testimony that it is a

 23   definition that has always been extant and that it

 24   wouldn't have made a difference in your client's case

 25   anyway since he lied on all of the HLDs.
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  1        Q   Who lied?

  2        A   Your client.

  3        Q   How do you know he lied?

  4        A   Because I've read two expert witnesses.  I've

  5   read the textbooks, the section of the textbook that

  6   relates to ectopic eruption.

  7        Q   What textbook?

  8        A   I've seen his billings.

  9        Q   What textbook?

 10        A   I'll get you the name, Tony.  I don't remember.

 11        Q   But I thought the definition of ectopic

 12   eruption is the one found in the manual.  That's what

 13   you're controlled by.  Right?

 14        A   Right.  The manual is based on --

 15        Q   The manual -- what?

 16        A   The manual is based on the definitions that

 17   exist.

 18        Q   No.  The manual says what the definition is.

 19   It doesn't say it's based on something else or are you

 20   adding to it?

 21        A   No.

 22        Q   Whatever the manual says, we've already covered

 23   this.

 24        A   It's what the manual says --

 25        Q   The manual 2008, 2009 that definition is what
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  1   applies.  Correct?

  2        A   Right.  Exactly.

  3        Q   You would agree, sir, that different states

  4   have different definitions for ectopic eruption?

  5        A   I don't know what's in another state.

  6        Q   You don't know.  You barely know Texas one.

  7   Right?

  8        A   Say what?

  9        Q   You barely know one in Texas?

 10        A   I barely know the one in Texas?

 11        Q   Yeah.  The one that appears here is the

 12   definition that controls.

 13        A   Why do you say barely?

 14        Q   Because we know that there's s definition

 15   different in 2008, 2009 different than this particular

 16   definition that appears in 2012.  It's a different.

 17        A   I would say I'm fairly conversant with the

 18   definitions.  Not barely.

 19        Q   And so it's your position then -- your position

 20   is that this clarification is not a new definition.

 21   It's the old definition that's clarified?

 22        A   That's correct.

 23        Q   All right.  And can you apply, do you believe,

 24   sir, that you can retroactively apply the clarification

 25   to 2008, '9, '10, '11?
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  1        A   Well --

  2        Q   Can you do that?

  3        A   I think the clarification exists in 2008, '9 --

  4        Q   Who knew about that clarification in 2008, '9,

  5   '10, '11?  Who knew about it?

  6        A   Anybody who was reviewing those cases would

  7   know what an ectopic eruption is.

  8        Q   But it was not clarified until 2012.  Right?

  9   It was not placed in writing.  Do you agree with that,

 10   sir?  Whatever the clarification was, it was not placed

 11   in writing till 2012?

 12        A   I agree that those words are not in the manual

 13   or in the supplement until 2012.

 14        Q   Right.  And do you agree, sir, that this

 15   particular clarification cannot be retroactively

 16   applied?

 17        A   Yeah, I disagree with how you're asking the

 18   question.  I can't answer it that way.

 19        Q   All right.  Did you, sir, intend to

 20   retroactively apply this particular definition that

 21   appears in 2012 to the years 2008 through '11?

 22        A   No.  I intend for our expert witnesses to be

 23   instructed that they should apply the TMPPM definitions

 24   in each of the years applicable to each of the patient

 25   files.
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  1        Q   And to take into account the one for 2012?

  2   How?

  3        A   For 2012 cases.

  4        Q   What about 2011, '10, '9, '8?

  5        A   Well, I think the answer to that is, if the

  6   expert witness knows that the definition of an ectopic

  7   eruption in 2008 subsumes what's in the clarification

  8   four years later, well, then, yes, he would apply it in

  9   2000 --

 10        Q   How would a doctor -- how would Dr. Nazari know

 11   that it's subsumed other than reading the TMHP manual?

 12   There's nothing else to subsume.

 13        A   Well, I think that we should probably not use

 14   Dr. Nazari as an example because I think he committed

 15   fraud.  Using --

 16        Q   How can --

 17        A   -- using an expert witness, a consultant who

 18   does not have a dog in this hunt, I would assume that

 19   that expert knows what the definition of an ectopic

 20   eruption is.  I would assume that that expert knows that

 21   the definition of an ectopic eruption includes what

 22   Medicaid CHIP division clarified in 2012 for people like

 23   your client and would apply that in 2008, assuming he

 24   knew it.

 25        Q   And the only basis for you finding of a fraud
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  1   is because your doctor, Tadlock, says he disagrees with

  2   it.  Correct?  That's the only definition --

  3        A   No.

  4        Q   -- that's the only thing you have?

  5        A   No.

  6        Q   What else do you have?

  7        A   Well, your client also had a number of abnormal

  8   billing practices, and your client also made some

  9   admissions.

 10        Q   What admissions did he make?  On the informal

 11   conference?

 12        A   Yeah.

 13        Q   Is that what you're going to be testifying

 14   about?

 15        A   What's that?

 16        Q   Is that why you're going to be testifying?

 17        A   Is that why I'm going to be testifying?

 18        Q   Yes, sir.  I mean, you're listed here as a

 19   witness in the case.  It's the only case --

 20        A   I didn't list me as a witness.

 21        Q   Well, your lawyers did.  I mean, I've showed

 22   you.  Look, Exhibit No. 1, you're listed as a witness in

 23   the case.  It's a person who has knowledge about the

 24   facts of the case.

 25                  So is that what you're going to be
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  1   testifying, that at the informal conference he made

  2   admissions to you.  Is that the gist of it?

  3        A   I have no idea, Mr. Canales.  I --

  4        Q   No, no.

  5        A   -- have no idea.  I -- you --

  6        Q   Are you saying --

  7        A   -- asked me a question.

  8        Q   Yes, I'm asking you, sir.  Let me start again.

  9                  I'm asking you, sir, right now, do you

 10   believe he made admissions to you of liability and when

 11   did he make those admissions to you?

 12        A   Yes.

 13        Q   Yes what?  When?

 14        A   Yes.  I believe that he acknowledged

 15   culpability, and I believe that he did that during the

 16   informal conference.  And I believe he did that during

 17   the -- during the testimony that he provided.

 18        Q   Provided to whom?

 19        A   The legislature.

 20        Q   Oh, that segment.  Okay.  So you think he lied

 21   to them about something.  He misrepresented something to

 22   the House?

 23        A   No, I didn't say that.

 24        Q   So let's talk about the things -- so what did

 25   you say?  How is that fraud?
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  1        A   When I make a determination about fraud, it's

  2   based on my training and experience and the totality of

  3   the circumstances.  I always feel better about those

  4   determinations when I can get some confirmation that I'm

  5   right.  So for example, if --

  6        Q   So what confirmation did you receive that you

  7   were right on Dr. Nazari?  What confirmation did you

  8   receive?

  9        A   Dr. Nazari acknowledged that he billed in

 10   advance and then didn't return the money when he didn't

 11   perform services.  Dr. Nazari --

 12        Q   Is this with -- at the informal conference?

 13        A   It is.

 14        Q   And this is where you don't have any notes,

 15   there's no recording.  Just something embedded in your

 16   mind that you recall?

 17        A   I remember Dr. Nazari because he was

 18   remarkable.

 19        Q   I see.

 20        A   He really stands out.

 21        Q   Yes, sir.

 22        A   Doctor -- yeah.

 23        Q   And this is when it happened.  Right?

 24                  Now, is this informal conference supposed

 25   to be a -- do you advise people -- the doctors that when
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  1   they come to informal conference anything they say will

  2   be -- could be used in any type of proceeding?  Is there

  3   any type of notice to them?

  4        A   Do I advise them?

  5        Q   Or the statute or the regulation or anybody

  6   does?

  7        A   I don't advise them and I don't --

  8        Q   Don't you think it's fair to advise every

  9   doctor from now on that at these informal conferences

 10   anything they say could very well be used against them.

 11   Is that your policy?

 12        A   So let me be clear.  I don't advise them of

 13   anything.

 14        Q   Okay.  But it's your policy that anything that

 15   a doctor tells you at an informal policy -- at an

 16   informal hearing can be used against him?

 17        A   No.  You know, I would say --

 18        Q   That's what you're telling me.

 19        A   Well, no, actually, that's what you're telling

 20   me.

 21        Q   Well, is that your policy?

 22        A   No.

 23        Q   But in this particular case, you're using that.

 24   In this particular case, you feel that -- you feel out

 25   of your mind somewhere you recall Dr. Nazari making
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  1   admissions of liability to you at this informal

  2   conference?

  3        A   I do remember that.

  4        Q   No notes.  Nothing else.  We already said that.

  5   All right.  Very well.

  6                  So I take it, then, that just like you

  7   don't recall -- you recall specifically that, but you

  8   don't recall conversations with Fread Houston or he

  9   discussed with you that you could not retroactively

 10   apply this new expanded definition?

 11        A   So let me be clear --

 12        Q   Okay.

 13        A   First, I didn't say I don't recall those

 14   conversations with Fread Houston.  What I said was,

 15   those conversations did not happen.  I did not have

 16   those conversations with Fread Houston, and if Fread

 17   Houston says that, he's not being truthful with you.

 18                  Secondly, I'm not using any admission by

 19   your client, Dr. Nazari, to put him on a payment hold or

 20   to -- he was already on a payment hold.  But I'll tell

 21   you what, after that informal conference, I sure felt

 22   good about my decision.

 23        Q   But you could be wrong.  Right?  Just like you

 24   were wrong in Harlingen.

 25        A   The good news is --
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  1        Q   You were totally wrong in Harlingen.  You're

  2   wrong in all these cases.

  3        A   Yeah.  The good news about Dr. Nazari is I'm

  4   not wrong.  The OIG is not wrong, the expert witnesses

  5   are not wrong.  You want to talk about Harlingen, I'm

  6   glad to take your time and talk about Harlingen, but I

  7   disagree with you that we're wrong about Harlingen.

  8        Q   And the only witness that you have right now

  9   against the expert (as spoken) would be Dr. Tadlock, as

 10   far as you know.  Correct?

 11        A   I --

 12        Q   You don't know?

 13        A   No.  I don't think that's true.

 14        Q   Who's the other witness you have?

 15        A   About what?

 16        Q   About his liability, about he committed fraud?

 17        A   Well, I think Dr. Nazari could testify to that,

 18   can't he?

 19        Q   Well, he'll say no.  He'll say I didn't commit

 20   fraud.

 21        A   Okay.

 22        Q   All right.  He'll say no.  So what else have

 23   you got?  Did you hire Dr. Tadlock for the purpose of

 24   him giving an opinion whether or not Dr. Nazari

 25   committed fraud?
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  1        A   No.

  2        Q   So what did you hire him for?

  3        A   We employed Dr. Tadlock to review Dr. Nazari's

  4   records and determine whether or not the patients

  5   qualified for treatment for orthodontic correction under

  6   Title 19.  We never asked any of our experts to render

  7   an opinion about fraud.

  8        Q   Very well.  And are you going to render an

  9   opinion about fraud in this case?

 10        A   If you ask me to.

 11        Q   No.  I just want to know if you are.  I'm not

 12   calling you as a witness.  He listed you as a witness.

 13        A   Okay.  Well, I don't know.  I've not had those

 14   conversations; but if I'm asked, yeah, I would testify

 15   he committed fraud.

 16        Q   And the basis for that would be again?

 17        A   He's a liar.

 18        Q   He's a liar.  You're not a liar.  Right?

 19   You're not a liar.  You've had -- I'm not going say

 20   those things.

 21        A   What things, Mr. Canales?

 22        Q   You have a checkered past, sir, and I'm going

 23   to keep it to myself right now.  Keep it to myself.

 24        A   Okay.

 25        Q   How is your DWI case pending?  Is it doing
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  1   okay?

  2        A   You know, Mr. Canales --

  3        Q   Is it pending?  Is it pending?

  4        A   People have never said that you're a nice man,

  5   and they've never said that you're a particularly decent

  6   human being.

  7        Q   Yes, sir.

  8        A   But they have always said that you are at least

  9   an average or above average lawyer.

 10        Q   Yes, sir.

 11        A   And I got to believe that as an average or

 12   above average lawyer, even you would understand that

 13   question is completely irrelevant.

 14        Q   How is your DWI case coming along?  I'll ask

 15   you again.  Did you plead not guilty?  You were drunk.

 16   Right?  Mister -- you don't want to answer the question?

 17        A   Mr. Canales, I think you and I both know you're

 18   not asking that question for any reason other than just

 19   to be agitating.

 20        Q   Maybe.  But I don't think I'm being agitating.

 21   Let me ask a couple more questions, sir.

 22                  The manual, the TMHP manual, do you

 23   believe that manual is a comprehensive manual, covers

 24   everything that a doctor needs to know regarding the

 25   grading of the -- the grading of -- or deciding whether
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  1   somebody's tooth is ectopic or not?

  2        A   I think it provides a definition of ectopic

  3   eruption.

  4        Q   Sir?  The manual says comprehensive manual?

  5        A   I think the manual provides a definition of an

  6   ectopic eruption.

  7        Q   And is a doctor -- is a dentist charged with

  8   the responsibility to know that definition?

  9        A   I think -- yes.  I think any dentist would know

 10   the definition of an ectopic eruption.

 11        Q   Pursuant to the manual, pursuant to the manual,

 12   pursuant to the manual?

 13        A   Are you --

 14        Q   I'm asking you, sir, whether or not the

 15   dentist, like Dr. Nazari, should rely on the definition

 16   of ectopic eruption as it appears in the manual?

 17        A   Yeah, so I think that the answer to that is

 18   that you look to the manual and to your training and

 19   experience.  You know --

 20        Q   The manual --

 21        A   You know -- you know, Mr. Canales, the

 22   definition of criminal statutes, but it's your training

 23   and experience that allows you to apply them to the

 24   facts of a particular situation.

 25        Q   But what training did you have, sir, prior to
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  1   coming here, prior to coming here two years ago, you had

  2   no training at all whatsoever?

  3        A   Fortunately, I've never put braces on kids

  4   either.

  5        Q   But you had no training at all in deciding what

  6   is fraud or not fraud regarding the treatment of kids on

  7   HLD scoring sheets.  You had no training on that.

  8        A   I don't need to have training in scoring an HLD

  9   scoresheet to know whether the actions committed by your

 10   client constitute fraud under Texas statutes.

 11        Q   So let me ask you one more thing so I can

 12   finish this.

 13                  Do you believe that the manual needed

 14   some type of clarification on the definition of HLD

 15   scoring on ectopic eruption?  Do you think it needed

 16   some clarification on it?

 17        A   I don't really have an opinion about that.

 18        Q   You got an opinion about everything.  You got

 19   an opinion about me and my legal ability.  You've got

 20   opinions about a lot of things.  Of course, you know --

 21        A   I don't have an opinion about your legal --

 22                  MS. PETTIGREW:  Objection; form.

 23        Q    (BY MR. CANALES)  So do you, sir, agree that

 24   the manual itself was clear as to what ectopic eruption

 25   was from the years 2008 to 2011?
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  1        A   Yeah, I don't have an opinion about you as a

  2   lawyer, Mr. Canales.  I have an opinion about you as a

  3   human being, but I don't have an opinion of you as a

  4   lawyer.

  5        Q   The question, sir, is whether or not -- whether

  6   or not you can tell me in 2012, tell me why the manual

  7   needed to have a clarification on the definition of

  8   ectopic eruption?  Why did it need it, and what was your

  9   role in causing it?

 10        A   OIG doesn't have a role in policy, so I neither

 11   asked for the clarification nor drafted the

 12   clarification.  You would have to ask --

 13        Q   Who?

 14        A   Somebody who did that.

 15        Q   Who should I ask?

 16        A   I don't know.

 17        Q   You don't know?

 18        A   I don't know.

 19        Q   You had nothing to do with the clarification?

 20        A   No, sir, I didn't.

 21        Q   You had nothing to do with the implementation

 22   of the new policy?

 23        A   That's correct.

 24        Q   And, sir, would you agree, sir, that in the

 25   past have you ever said that just having slanted teeth
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  1   does not qualify for ectopic eruption?

  2        A   Have I ever said --

  3        Q   Yeah.  Slanted teeth do not qualify as -- for

  4   ectopic eruption definition?

  5        A   I don't believe I've ever uttered that phrase.

  6        Q   How about rotated teeth or leaning teeth?

  7        A   Ask me a question.

  8        Q   Have you ever made the statement, sir, that

  9   ectopic eruption does not mean that teeth is rotated,

 10   that does not mean teeth that are leaning?

 11        A   No.  I don't believe I've ever said that.

 12        Q   Have you, sir, ever made statements to the

 13   effect that --

 14                  MR. CANALES:  I'm about to pass.

 15   Anything else from anybody?

 16                  MR. WATKINS:  I just want to put on the

 17   record that if Mr. Stick ever gives his deposition in

 18   the Maloof (phonetic) case, the limit will be six hours

 19   and nothing less.

 20                  MR. CANALES:  Very good.  This is a

 21   warmup.  I think that's all the questions I have of this

 22   witness.

 23                  THE WITNESS:  Why did you want to put

 24   that on the record?

 25                  MR. WATKINS:  Because this one was
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  1   limited for two hours and I just want to make sure that

  2   when we negotiate, if we ever get to that point, your

  3   deposition limit will be the supreme court's limit of

  4   six hours.

  5                  MR. CANALES:  And a lot more depositions

  6   to come.

  7                  THE WITNESS:  Why is that significant?

  8                  MR. CANALES:  That's all the questions I

  9   have and there's nothing else, sir.

 10                  MR. WATKINS:  It's significant to me just

 11   so we don't have to negotiate.

 12                  MR. CANALES:  You're not entitled to ask

 13   any questions, as you said a little while ago.

 14                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Off the record.

 15                  (Deposition concluded at 11:34 a.m.)
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